ENDURABLE POLISHED CONCRETE SEALER
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET








Quick Drying and Quick Curing Industrial Grade Sealer for Concrete
Incredibly Durable
Excellent Resistance to Abrasion
Superior Wearability
May Be Burnished or Polished to a High Gloss Finish
Resistant to Chemicals and Water
Light Traffic in 1 Hour, Heavy Traffic in 2 hours

CONCENTRATE MIXES 3 PARTS WATER TO 1 PART PRODUCT
Product comes in a concentrate that makes 1 gallon and a concentrate that makes 4 gallons.
ENDURABLE POLISHED CONCRETE SEALER is a low VOC, 6 grams per liter, environmentally safe industrial
grade sealer for concrete. This product will harden concrete and can be burnished or polished to a high gloss finish
while maintaining excellent slip resistance. This product is quick to dry and cure, provides water and stain
resistance, low maintenance—requiring no scrubbing or rinsing. It is non-dusting, non-marking, easy to clean, with
high coverage rates between 1000 and 2000 square feet per gallon. It is resistant to water blushing. The product
comes in concentrated form and should be diluted 3 parts water to 1 part product.

Application Instructions: Apply in thin coats---Apply Evenly---Do not over apply
Prior to application, product should be mixed thoroughly and all surface contaminants should be removed
and the surface completely dry.
Application should be done with a microfiber mop at a rate of 1000-2000 square feet per gallon. After
application of sealer is dry, usually 30-45 minutes, the sealer can be burnished or polished with a black
strip pad or a hog’s hair pad on a high speed burnishing machine. Typically 2 coats are sufficient. It may
be used as a maintenance product for repolishing slightly worn traffic areas in commercial applications.
Do not allow water on the surface for 72 hours. Subjecting to water prior to 72 hours may result in
product turning white. Full cure should be attained in 72 hours. If by accident, water is spilled on surface
prior to the 72 hour cure time, soak up water immediately. If the product turns white, let dry completely
and then burnish with a black strip pad to remove the whiting. If damage is done during the repair,
simply apply another coat of ENDURABLE POLISHED CONCRETE SEALER to damaged area.
Regular sweeping, mopping, or mechanical scrubbing with neutral cleaners is recommended for
maintenance. Do not use acidic or butyl based cleaners.
KEEP FROM FREEZING-STORE BETWEEN 40 AND 100 DEGREES.
HDIP INC MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR COURSE OF PERFORMANCE OR USAGE OF TRADE. User is responsible for
determining whether the product is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user's method of use or application. Given the variety of factors
that can affect the use and application of this product, some of which are uniquely within the user's knowledge and control, it is essential that
the user evaluate the product to determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user's method of use or application.

